English Language Seminars, spring 2018

5 February ***
12 February ***
19 February ***
26 February ***
5 March ***
12 March ***
19 March Mikko Höglund, “…and with this the world is pull’d off of the hinges.” On the development of the complex preposition off of

26 March MA Mini-conference
at 1 p.m. in E890

9 April
16 April Aki Siegel, Hosei University, Tokyo, TBA
23 April Josep Soler, Language policy and the internationalisation of Catalan universities
7 May Sigi Vandewinkel, TBA
14 May Turo Vartiainen, Helsinki, TBA
21 May Kathrin Kaufhold, SU and Lisa McGrath, Sheffield Hallam University, “It’s about boundaries, isn’t it?” Revisiting “discipline” in writing for publication
28 May Aneta Pavlenko, University of Oslo, An illusion of understanding: How non-native speakers of English understand their rights

4 June ***
11 June ***

All the seminars (unless otherwise stated) start at 2 p.m. in E890. /NLJ